
This is pages 12 – 13. 

Please EMAIL with any questions.  







(mb sound)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JjJOS0

BpgnMWatch the video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JjJOS0BpgnM


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IEjdCA

KubCc
Watch the video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IEjdCAKubCc


Determine which of the two springs is more dense



Determine which of the two springs is more dense

Look at reflected pulse – inverted when hitting higher density, 

upright when hitting lower density



Determine which of the two springs is more dense

The darker spring is the 

more dense of the two



When a wave travels in a single medium, the control 

variable is . . .

 Speed; As frequency goes up, wavelength goes down

SINGLE medium – same rope/spring/type/density/etc



• When a wave crosses a boundary between two media, 

the control variable is . . .

 Frequency; As speed goes up, wavelength goes up 

TWO media– different rope/spring/type/density/etc



 Both the person on the boat and 

the scuba diver underwater, look 

up to see the sun.  Compare the 

light waves in air and in water.

As light enters water, speed 

goes down, wavelength goes 

down



• Both the person on the boat and 

the scuba diver underwater, hear 

the boat’s engine.  Compare the 

sound waves in air and in water.

As sound enters water, 

speed goes up, wavelength 

goes up



 When two or more waves (pulses) meet, 

the resultant displacement is the vector 

sum of the displacements of the individual 

component waves

 When waves meet, their amplitudes 

combine.



(When a crest meets a crest, it builds a 

bigger crest when they overlap. After they 

pass as if nothing happened. Same with 

two troughs.)



 Constructive Interference – waves 

combining to increase amplitude when 

their displacements are in the same 

direction.

 (Like construction workers building something 

bigger, it is called constructive interference.)



(When a crest meets a trough, they 

cancel out/subtract, when they overlap. 

After they pass as if nothing happened. 



(When they have the same amplitude 

and cancel completely it is called 

complete destructive interference.) 



 Destructive Interference – waves 

combining to decrease amplitude when 

their displacements are in opposite 

directions.

(They “fight” and “destroy” each other. Destructive 

interference.)





(Go vertical grid mark by vertical grid mark to ADD 

the amplitude and plot the point. 





(Then connect them with a smooth curve.)



(This is DESTRUCTIVE interference.)


